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POWER SWABS
are now            

WITERx
PRE-WHITE SWABS

 same formula
 new company name
 same predictable results

ZERO SENSITIVITY  
BLEACHING

ZaseSamples@WITERx.com

Recommended by Accredited Member Dr. Marty Zase

www.whatsinyourmouth.us

Are you     achieving 
the best aesthetics?

As a cosmetic dentist, your goal is to 
achieve maximum aesthetics and function 

for the patient. The dental laboratory 
plays an important role in elevating the 

level of patient care. 

Ask your dental laboratory how they Ask your dental laboratory how they 
put the patient first through maintaining 

quality systems and following good 
manufacturing practices to ensure 

the best restoration possible.

Learn more at 
www.whatsinyourmouth.us

Close.
Look very
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All-Star Dental Academy is online training 
and certification for dental practices that 
focuses on building long-lasting, profitable 
relationships with your patients.  
allstardentalacademy.com
954.323.2220

YOUR PATIENTS
WANT

SERVICE
NOT

SALES

AACD 

M
eM

bers

$Ave!

Get Enhanced orgo Pro, and take 
your profile to the next level.

 
Do more than get found— 

get noticed!
 

www.aacd.com/5star

Enhance Your 
Digital Profile Now!
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it is hard to believe the speed in which time pass-
es. Preparing for the annual scientific conference 
took months and in a blink of an eye it is over. 
the opening sessions were dynamic and inspiring. 
dr drew was insightful, educational, and down 

to earth. there were over 80 lectures and 40 workshops to 
choose from! the conference had something for everyone 
to learn with three distinct three-day clinical tracks of an-
terior restorative, comprehensive restorative, and implants; 
along with a full three-day Lab technician track; Practice 
Management; and team track.

the top speakers in the world were all in one place 
and all at the same time. With so many choices, i’ll have 
to buy the videos because there is no way to absorb this 
much education. the educators presented their knowledge 

to teach and grow their 
students’ clinical skill 
level. they passed along 
every step in the proce-
dures. students would 
take their work to the 
visualizer and get im-
mediate feedback. they 
could not wait to return 

to their practice and try these new techniques, pearls of 
knowledge and nuances. the interactive collaboration in 
the hands on workshops left all attendee’s feeling inspired 
and invigorated.

for me, the best part was the new friendships that were 
developed, and the ones that were rekindled. the Cali-
fornia Academy of sciences, the venue for the Welcome 
reception, was explosive with fun and crazy energy. i 
would walk from room to room to see the science exhibits, 
but mostly i would see friends everywhere, so happy to be 
together with pure joy filling the air. relationships were 
built globally and strategic alliances were developed with 
camaraderie.

toronto’s program is 
built different. We have 
an innovated and edgy 
Professional educational 
Committee. their vision 
is to present a platform 
that builds on itself 
from the morning to the 
afternoon and from day 
one to day three. the days’ themes of design, implementa-
tion, and realization begin with treatment planning on day 
one, orthodontic and surgical options on day two, and re-
storative implementation on day three. top educators from 
around the world will present in a rapid-fire power session 
format that is unparalleled by any other dental meeting in 
the world. We will also always have the accreditation track 
and hands on courses. these tracks are our flagship and are 
only available at the AACd.

We have an opportunity to be in the same room at 
the same time. By the time you leave toronto, you will be 
exposed to everything you ever wanted or needed to know 
to catapult you and your practice into the cosmos. 

i fear that i will blink my eyes and we will all be in to-
ronto, so put April 26-30, 2016 on your calendar 
and renew your passport. FOLLOW THIS PARTY 
TO TORONTO!

Joyce L. Bassett, dds, fAACd
AACd President, 2015-16

Renew YouR PassPoRt now!
Meet Me In toronto!

april 27-30, 2016 

32nd annual aaCD scientific session

Location: out of  the u.s.

education: out of  this world

Register now at www.AACDconference.com

Design.

imPLementation.

ReaLization.

the Best In 
Comprehensive Cosmetic Dentistry
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take a moment to think about the patients you have 
consulted in the past few months. How many of 
them returned to get your recommended treatment?

Why is it that quite often these patients do not 
come back?  treatment plans go unscheduled espe-
cially when the treatment is cosmetic in nature. in 
fact, the average number of these unscheduled treat-
ment plans is often as high as 60%!

the number one reason patients across the 
country do not return for recommended treatment 
is financial affordability. Providers have watched 
patients walk out the door for decades with no sign 
of return. 

A few years back, my business partner and i 
dreamed up an audacious plan to help solve this chal-
lenge in a unique way. With his experience in dental, 
and mine in building scalable technologies we were 
well suited to address this challenge, and simplePay 
was born. 

the same three payment methods have been 
used for ages to help patients get treatment; Cash, 
insurance, and traditional Credit Based financing. 
However, just these three options often leave many 
still in need of care.

the right solution was to create the perfect program that 
fills in the gaps and captures those who are not served by the 
existing three options.

the top three financial barriers are eliminated by simple-
Pay.

1. No Credit Checks. simplePay approves without credit 
checks. there are a large number of patients who may 
not have the perfect credit history, or do not wish to 
have their credit checked in order to finance treatment.

2. No Interest – Ever! simplePay never charges any inter-
est. Patients don’t like to take on financing when they 
may have to pay high interest.

3. Affordable Payments. the patient can pick their pay-
ment amounts and frequency, thus ensuring that the 
payments are always affordable. 

Applying these three principals allows simplePay to approve 
every patient with just the minimal requirements.
simplePay pays a fixed-amount each month to mirror the 

payments agreed to by the patient. this is a little different 
from traditional financing, but the payments are fully guar-
anteed against any recourse or default. financing through 
simplePay builds a substantial residual income that providers 
can forecast with. Patients that otherwise would have walked 
out the door are now treated.

With our recent partnership with the AACd, simplePay 
is now available for FREE as a member benefit to all AACd 
members.

i am very excited to work with AACd and it’s members, 
and hope that you will join us now and complete your treat-
ment-financing puzzle!

The Missing Piece 
in Your Treatment Financing
By shaleen shah, Ceo of simplePay

SimplePay supplements your existing financing options by giving you the ability 
to approve the patients who are being declined or are simply not applying.

Activate Your
Free SimplePay
Membership Now!

“At our practice we see a significant amount of patients making cosmetic 
based decisions. So having an option that allows us to offer the treatments 
they actually want/need instead of the cheapest route is essential! SimplePay 
is that option! Thanks to SimplePay ALL of our patients are leaving with the 
smiles they deserve!
- Dr. Alvarez      Dentist 4 U    |   Mission Viejo, CA

Your Patients Get You Get

No Credit Check Approval
No Interest to Pay, Ever!

Affordable Payments

Increased Treatment Acceptance
Guaranteed Stream of Income
Happy Patients

As an AACD Member, you get access to SimplePay’s Patient Financing
as a benefit to your membership. Saving you $199/month! 
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newly accredIted members & Fellows

The newly-Accredited AACD members are:
•	 Jenine	M.	Arab	O’Malley,	DDS
•	 Sarah	A.	Aylard,	DDS
•	 Leslie	A.	Barrilleaux,	DMD
•	 Stephen	E.	Edgerton,	DDS
•	 Sarah	J.	Jebreil,	DDS
•	 Cheryl	A.	Malcamp,	CDT
•	 Alberto	J.	Meza,	DDS
•	 Tracey	T.	Nguyen,	DDS
•	 Vaughn	M.	Wright,	CDT

The newly-Accredited Fellows are:
•	 Deborah	E.	Cooper,	DDS
•	 Nicholas	C.	Davis,	DDS
•	 Laura	L.	Justice,	DMD
•	 James	A.	Merriman,	DMD
•	 Marc	L.	Montgomery,	DDS

Congratulations to these members on these 
amazing accomplishments!

New accredited members 
aNd accredited fellow members

Honored
The five new Accredited fellows and nine newly-Accredited dental professionals received recognition and their 
awards at a special ceremony during the 31st Annual AACd scientific session held May 6-9, 2015, in san francisco.

the Accreditation process, which was developed by the AACd and is the world’s most recognized advanced 
credentialing program, encourages further education, interaction with like-minded colleagues, and the opportunity for 
professional growth. Accreditation requires dedication to continuing education and responsible patient care. 

Accredited fellows have reached the highest level of achievement available to members of the American Academy of 
Cosmetic dentistry. once they’ve earned Accredited Member status, they must submit 50 clinical cases (of which 45 
must be successful) documenting their continued mastery of and excellence in the field of cosmetic dentistry.

Accreditation recipients have reached this achievement after completing a rigorous credentialing process including 
a written examination, oral examination, and the submission of clinical cases for peer-reviewed examination.

2015 accredited Fellows

2015 accredited members2015 accredited members and accredited Fellows
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if you wanted to design a graduate level course, a residen-
cy in the field of cosmetic dentistry it would look very 
much like the process of becoming an Accredited fellow 

with the AACd. But, unlike a residency there are no profes-
sors, no one calling roll, no course materials offered, just a 
final exam. Aside from the incredible AACd mentors, you 
are on your own to gain the knowledge, the skills, and the 
strategies for delivering 50 cases at your highest level.  

Above all, this process often demands that you work 
with great intention on those areas that you are the most 
vulnerable. With 50 cases, there is no hiding out, no slipping 
by. But, isn’t that what you want when you’re attempting 
to improve yourself, to do something noble and honorable? 
isn’t it the professional that wants to master his or her 
technique? Wouldn’t you want to be the best you could be in 
ALL areas of this field, not just a few, not just the ones that 
rely on the skills of a valued ceramist?  in fact, it calls on you 
to deliver in every facet of your dental practice, not just in 
the area of esthetics. 

Without managing occlusion, tissue health, and patient 
education some cases wouldn’t survive till the post-op photos 
are taken. the process challenges you to be an effective 
communicator with the entire teAM involved in treatment, 
the specialists, the technicians, the staff, and above all the 
patients. Let’s not forget that you are running a dental 
practice and a business at the same time.  interestingly, this 
effort can result in a practice model that is quite different 
than any around you, an opportunity to re-create the type of 
practice that you may have always envisioned for yourself. 

Why would you want to make the effort to move from 
Accredited Member to Accredited fellow? the answer is 
a lot like what would make you attempt the credential to 
begin with. you wanted to see how your skills measure 
up, how you could push yourself to reach a difficult and 
sometimes tortuous goal, but at the same time something 
attainable if you are persistent.  each of us has our own 
motivators, reasons to accomplish something meaningful, 
and at the same time we each have our particular “demons” 
that stand in the way. for some we have to, as steven 
Pressfield says it, “overcome the obstacles of ambition”. He 
adds that “if we embrace our ideals, we must then prove 
worthy of them”. Nothing is more fearful than being found 
out.

My dad was a practicing dentist for 50 years and i 
am quite proud of that. At the same time, he was widely 
admired for his artistry, his drawing, sculpting, and painting. 
in fact, there are other members of my immediate family 
that are gifted in this way. My dental office is decorated 
throughout with the artwork of my family, especially dad’s. 
Patients often admire the paintings around them and ask 
me, “did you get any of this artistic talent?” 

“dentistry is my artwork”, would be my response almost 
sounding like i am trying to convince myself. Honestly, 
i rarely get the reaction that i am looking for in that 
situation and they often give me a kind of bewildered look.

if my assertion of being an artist in dentistry is true, 
then what better way to find out than to enroll into the 
fellowship process? But committing to that can be a bit 

scary and immediately after that come the inevitable excuses.  
these could include: not having enough time, too young, 
too old, not talented enough, don’t have the right patients, 
would have to sacrifice family, or sacrifice the other very 
important things in your life. there could be some of you 
thinking of your own excuses as you read this article.

However, once you make up your mind and the 
commitment is truly made, something magical happens, 
providence lends its hand, and the world can even shape 
itself into allegiance with your quest. those patients you 
thought you didn’t have begin showing up. the skills you 
require are coming about because you are seeking methods 
for obtaining them, relentless in your pursuit of excellence. 
your family doesn’t feel slighted, but rather inspired by your 
journey towards a worthy goal. those around you see the 
growing confidence and it makes them want to jump on 
board. especially inspired can be your patients, those that 
benefit the most and those that we are so privileged to treat.

Meanwhile, this pursuit is fraught with obstacles, dragons 
and demons that lurk in the shadows ready to pounce on 
you when you slip, and you will slip, sometimes quite a lot. 
stay the course, knowing that the more scared we are of 
something, the more that should convince us that we are 
doing the right thing.  yes, this game will have its bad hops, 
poor calls, and lucky breaks. that’s all part of it. But you 
are on the field, in the arena, not on the sidelines watching 
others play the game, giving everything you have.  And guess 
what, you might lose the game, but there is another one next 
week and you are better for the loss because you grow from 

it. At the same time, what would you expect is happening to 
your overall level of care in your office, getting more average 
or more exceptional?

Believe me, this is not 
something you do for 
money or for recognition. 
Very few people outside 
our corner of our world 
even understand the 
significance of it. yes, you 
gain knowledge, skill, and 
confidence and those are 
measurable attributes that 
can make a difference in 
your business. But, this is 
a pursuit that you would 
seek even if in the end no 
one knew you had attained it, completely anonymous. 
that is why i would have continued this effort even if i 
had not gained fellowship this time around. i would have 
started over because i trust the credential that much and so 
should you.

if you feel you are meant to aspire to the AACd 
credentialing process and you don’t do it, you’re not only 
hurting yourself, you are hurting those around you that 
would benefit from this pursuit. don’t cheat us of your 
contribution. Unleash the artist within.

Unleash the Within
By James A. Merriman, DMD, FAACD

Artist “. . . Once you make up your mind and the commitment is 
truly made, something magical happens, providence lends 
its hand, and the world can even shape itself into allegiance 
with your quest.”

James merriman, 
accredited Fellow 2015
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thank you to every-
one who supported 
the aaCD Charitable 
Foundation while in 
san Francisco.

thank you to the event sponsors, 
Dental Revenue and glo science

slide hosted a great party for 
gBas. the slide and photo booth 
were a hit and the dance floor 
was packed

Congratulations to the office of Drs. Kenneth and Christopher 
Banks for winning the Bright white award for making the 
largest contribution to give Back a smile through the 
whitening challenge and to the nYuCD aesthetics society who 
were honored for their outstanding support and dedication to 
the aaCD Charitable Foundation’s give Back a smile program.

Proceeds from the give Back a smile event and 
silent auction generated more than $25,000 for 
give Back a smile.

Give Back a Smile — Partying with a Purpose
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aacd Presents celebratIon oF excellence awards In san FrancIsco

some of the Academy’s most accomplished and dedicated professionals were 
honored with Celebration of excellence awards, known as the evy, on May 8 
during the Celebration of excellence Gala.

evy award winners represent the most exemplary and talented individuals within 
the AACd. these individuals are dedicated to advancing excellence in the art and 
science of cosmetic dentistry and to the highest standards of ethical patient care.

Award recipients are pictured with immediate Past President, James H. Hastings, 
dds, AAACd and Awards & recognition Committee Chair, Laura Kelly, Cdt, 
AAACd.

2015 Evy AwArd 
winnErs HonorEd
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Dr. Peter Auster was awarded the 2015 Humanitarian Award 
for his generous contributions to smiles for Life, which include 
examining and restoring smiles pro bono for 50 patients in 
Jamaica annually over the last six years. 

Dr. Scott Finlay was awarded the 2015 Outstanding Service 
to the Academy Award for spending countless hours updating 
the AACd publication, “A Guide to Accreditation Criteria, 
Contemporary Concepts in smile design,” which is a must-have 
tool for all dentists and lab technicians--especially those seeking 
AACd Accreditation.

Dr. Ed Lowe was awarded the 2015 Journal of Cosmetic 
Dentistry Award for creating the vision and executing the 
entire fall 2014 Academic issue, which covered seven Academic 
programs in esthetic dentistry and featured a faculty editorial 
and a student/resident case/clinical research article from each 
program.

Dr. Buddy Mopper was awarded the 2015 Outstanding 
Innovation in Cosmetic Dentistry Award for being a 
pioneer in the field of aesthetic composite restorations and for 
developing new products and teaching techniques that have 
shaped the discipline.

Dr. Bradley J. Olson was awarded 
the 2015 Excellence in Cosmetic 
Dentistry Education Award for his 
efforts mentoring many through the 
Accreditation process, encouraging 
professionals to join the Academy and 
pursue Accreditation/fellowship, and 
routinely presenting the Accreditation 
and Criteria Workshops.

Dr. Dennis Wells was awarded the 
2015 Rising Star Award for being 
one of the credential’s strongest 
supporters, giving generously of his 
time and talent, and interacting with 
the media to share the benefits of 
cosmetic dentistry.

Dr. Marty Zase was awarded the 
2015 Lifetime Achievement Award 
for his innumerable contributions 
and accomplishments to the field 
of cosmetic dentistry. to highlight 
a few: he lectures internationally on 
cosmetic dentistry; he has published 
over sixty dental articles; he is one 
of only a dozen dentists in the world 
to have both a Mastership from the 
Academy of General dentistry and 
an Accreditation in Cosmetics from 
the American Academy of Cosmetic 
dentistry; he was the 2006-2007 
President of the AACd; and he is 
the President of the New england 
Academy of Cosmetic dentistry 
(an affiliate of the AACd). dr. 

Zase continues to add to these accolades and was just elected to the AACd Nominating and Leadership development 
Committee – he may be on his way to a second Lifetime Achievement Award!
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educated  |  inspired  |  connected



“My experience with AACD has been very 
inspirational in that it has sparked momentum 

in me to become Accredited by the AACD. 
Accreditation serves as a model by which to measure 

my professional excellence in cosmetic dentistry.”

this year, the AACd was thrilled to award the APeX 
scholarship to ten promising dental students. the APeX 
scholarship provides these students with the opportunity 
to join other dental professionals at the Annual scientific 
session by covering the cost of their tuition, airfare, lodging, 
and AACd membership for a year.

for many of the scholarship recipients, the experience of 
attending AACd 2015 surpassed all of their expectations. 
eric Bui, a second year dental student at Western 
University, was blown away by the lineup of educators at 
the conference. “i have never seen so many driven dentists 
talk about such innovative topics in dentistry. there are very 
few dental conferences around that attract so many dentists 
from all over the world and so many big-name speakers; i 
felt like i was at a ted conference for dentists. the speakers 
that attend the AACd Annual session are not only great 
educators, but they are thinkers, doers, and idea-generators,” 
said Bui.

other scholarship recipients reflected on how the 
experience of attending the conference reignited their 
passion for dentistry. “As a third year dental student, 
learning in the classroom can be tiresome.  the lectures 
i attended at the AACd conference were taught by some 

of the best lecturers i have had the privilege to learn from. 
these breakout sessions had me on the edge of my seat 
and energized to be in the field of dentistry! from this 
conference, i took away information that will revolutionize 
how i will treat patients,” reflected rebekkah Merrell, a 
third year dental student at the University of Pennsylvania.

Bui seconded this sentiment saying, “As a dental student, 
you often get tunnel vision inside the classroom and forget 
that there is so much more to learn after you graduate and 
become a dentist. My experience with AACd has been 
very inspirational in that it has sparked momentum in me 
to become Accredited by the AACd. Accreditation serves 
as a model by which to measure my professional excellence 
in cosmetic dentistry. it also sets the standard that ensures 
that i am giving the highest quality oral healthcare to my 
patients.”

these students are the future of cosmetic dentistry. the 
AACd, along with the APeX scholarship sponsors: Mickey 
Bernstein, dds; Hugh flax, dds; John K. sullivan, dds; 
ivoclar Vivadent; and r-dent dental Laboratory, is honored 
to contribute to their professional growth and pursuit of 
excellence in the field of cosmetic density.

2015 aPex award recIPIents

APEX Scholarship 
Ignites Sparks 

for Dental Students

Top row from left to right -
Jonathan Asimakopoulos, University of Michigan
eric Bui, Western University
Hugh flax, dds, sponsor
John K. sullivan, dds, sponsor
Adam Borgia, University of Colorado
Mickey Bernstein, dds, sponsor
tyler Jury, University of Louisville

Bottom row from left to right -
suhasini Mandiga, New york University
Katherine staniek, Midwestern University
Vanesa Vaquer, University of florida
sara oh, University of tennessee
rebekkah Merrell, University of Pennsylvania
Natalie Lesinski, University of Colorado

the deserving recipients of the AACd 2015 APeX scholarship include:
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“These breakout sessions had me on the edge of my 
seat and energized to be in the field of dentistry! 

From this conference, I took away information that 
will revolutionize how I will treat patients.”



The AACD’s latest cutting-edge educational offering is Con•tin•u•um— 
a sequence of hands-on workshops leading to clinical excellence in 
responsible esthetics.

In the AACD Con•tin•u•um, 
you’ll learn from top 
Academy educators on topics 
that have a direct influence 
on your AACD Accreditation 
goal or on enhancing your 
clinical performance so that 
you can offer your patients 
better and more predictable 
results.

From exploring the intricate principles and techniques required for a successful 
smile design case to learning to manage the periodontal/restorative interface 
when replacing a missing tooth in the esthetic zone, you are sure to be 
rewarded with new skills, techniques, and confidence that you can take to the 
bank—along with 16 CEs per Con•tin•u•um course.

Because of the intensive hands-on workshop environment and the low 
student to instructor ratio, space at each AACD Con•tin•u•um session is 
extremely limited. Make sure you lock down your spot by registering now! 
For more information and to register visit www.aacd.com/continuum.AA
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Dates

June 11-12, 2015

July 10-11, 2015

September 17-18, 2015

October 16-17, 2015

Educator

Dwight G. Rickert,
CDT, AAACD

Brian P. LeSage,
DDS, FAACD

Michel R. Sesemann,
DDS, FAACD

Elizabeth M. Bakeman,
DDS, FAACD

Education Topic

Accreditation for Ceramics

Class IV or Diastema Closure 
Direct Resin Restoration; Six or 

More Direct Resin Veneers 

Six or More Indirect
Restorations; One or Two 

Indirect Restorations

Tooth Replacement (Laboratory 
Fabricated Bridge or Implant)

Sponsoring Organization

Ivoclar

Cosmedent

Ivoclar

3M ESPE & 
Valley Dental Arts

Location

Buffalo, NY

Chicago, IL

Buffalo, NY

St. Paul, MN

MAX PPL

12

15

12

15

To learn more or register, visit www.aacd.com/continuum
20
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AuSTRALIA

shibani sahni, dds  Gordon 

Louay r. Ayar, Bds  Ramsgthe  

Beibei Peng, Bds  Sydney

BAHRAIN

fatima Al Khunaizi, dds Bu Quwah

BRAZIL

fernando Alexandria soares de oliveira Rio De Janeiro 

Pace fabio, dds Aracaju

CANADA

Michael y. Zuk, dds Red Deer, AB

sangwoo Ham, dMd Coquitlam, BC

Monica Berant, dMd Vancouver, BC

elena Lissina, Phd Toronto, ON

Wendy Huei Ping shyu, dds Toronto, ON

Giancarlo Povegliano, dds Woodbridge, ON

Nour Chahwan, dMd Montreal, PQ

CHINA

yuanfu yi, dds Beijing

rosa Maria Mendes de o. simao, dds Suzhou

DENMARK

Per Bergmann Copenhagen

EGYPT

Marwa Ahmed el Khatib, Bds Alexandria 

islam saltah, Bds Alexandria 

Kamal K. ebeid, dds Cairo 

Mona Mohamed Ghoneim, dds, Msc, Phd Cairo 

Ahmed sherif, dds  Giza

FIJI

rankin ricardo, dds Suva

FINLAND

Helena frantzen, dds Mariehamn

FRANCE

Virginie Keriquel Gujan Mestrasa

INDIA

Nirali N. Patel, Bds  Ahmedabad 

rijesh Krishnan, Mds Chennai 

Puneet Kathuria Delhi 

rahul oza, Bds Mumbai

IRELAND

Lisa Creaven  Galway

Vanessa Creaven Galway

ISRAEL

isabelle Meinster, dMd Rishon-le-Zion
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new member lIst may/June 2015

JAPAN

Masamitsu Kubo Saitama-city 

eiji Kurisaki Saitama-city

toru okabe Saitama-city 

Masashi ono Saitama-city

KOREA

Jaewoo Lim, dds Busan 

young-Jun Lim, dds, Phd Seoul 

sungcheol Park, dds Seoul 

Kyunghwan yoon, dds Seoul

KuWAIT

Maha s. Abdusalam Kuwait 

Mona A. othman, Msc Kuwait

MExICO

rafael orozco, dds Cancun 

Carolina Avalos Distrito Federal 

raymundo Canseco Mexico 

Clara Alexis Cruz Mexico 

Juan Pablo enriquez Mexico City 

Marcos sando, dds Mexico City 

Mabell Zubiate México D.F. 

Amir Garcia Oaxaca

Maria de Lourdes Barrera Villa Del Carbon

MOROCCO

el Mehdi Jouhadi, dMd Casablancas

NETHERLANDS

Vania Liem The Hagues

PERu

Jesus e. ochoa, dds Lima

PHILLIPINES

Cecilia L. infantado, dMd Makati City

QATAR

esmael sultan Doha

ROMANIA

ionela dumitru, CMi  Bucharest

oana taban, dMd Bucharest

Cristian Csapo Martinescu Cluj Napocak

RuSSIA

Anton Krivorotov, dMd Moscow

SAuDI ARABIA

Moazzy Almansour Hail

suzan Natto Jeddah

Hana Al sheikh Riyadh

Ziad Ali Riyadh

fahad Alkhudhairy Riyadh

Abdulsalam Almalak Riyadh

sami rasheed Alnajjar Riyadh

new member lIst may/June 2015

sahar AlZain Riyadh

Khlood Arab Riyadh

Amani Al fawaz  

Mohammed Binshuwaish, Bds, Ms,ABod

SINGAPORE

Gordon tam, Bds Singapore

SPAIN

Carlos oteo Morilla Madrid

Jesus Munoz Sevilla

SWEDEN

Malin Bostrom spehar, dMd Malmo

Christian Wass Olofstroem

Lars Johansson Skara

Karl Johan Hedlund, dds Soderhamn

Marta Hedlund Söderhamn

SWITZERLAND

svetlana Grisa, Med.dent Grenchen

TRINIDAD

Cheemattee Martin St Augustine

TuRKEY

Can Bora sengez Istanbul

Gorkem sengun Istanbul

uNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Maen Alkhateeb Dubai 

Claire Katou, dds Dubai 

Mona Zahra Dubai 

Aadel AlAhmed RAK

uNITED KINGDOM

devin Vaghela, Bds Maidenhead

daniel Meroz, dMd Newbury

Pahlbod tehranian, dds, Msc Preston

YuGOSLAVIA

Milan Pavlovic, dds Belgrade

uNITED STATES

ALABAMA

Angela Gullard Birminghame

ALASKA

Kyle M. triggs, dMd Anchorage

ARIZONA

Colleen t. Murphy, dds Paradise Valley

ryan L. diquattro, dMd Payson

Kelton d. ericson, dMd Phoenix

Holly A. Lerma, dds Scottsdale

ARKANSAS

Lesley Milton Clarendon

CALIFORNIA

Kathleen s. Carson, dds Agoura Hills

robert f. Murray, dds Aliso Viejo

ram M. Vaderhobli, dds Belmont

Cara Hodgson Calabasas

eric Bui Chino

sarah Wilsey, dds  Corte Madera

James Chae, dds Diamond Bar

Joseph A. Grasso, dds Dublin

Brent West El Dorado Hills

Nathan Zaghi, dds  Encino

Kyunghee K. yoo, dds Fremont

Aqib Mudassar, dds Fresno

Azadeh Lakani, dds Irvine

ryan s. Lim, Cdt La Habra

Millard roth, dds Laguna

shinel Bae Los Angeles

Marco Carvalho Los Angeles

Luis r. sanchez, dds Los Angeles

Graciela shimizu, dds, Msd Menlo Park

Peter Jeong, dds Milpitas

raed s. fawaz, dds Mission Viejo

rafid i. Khamis, dds Monterey

frank escalante, Cdt Newport Beach

isaac B. Min, Cdt Redwood City

Kenny sung Sacramento

Christina Bianco, dds Salinas

Nazi Bajoghli, dds  San Diego

timothy N. Collins, dds San DiegoSandra 

M. farah-franco, dds San Dimas

edmundo Abasolo San Francisco

Kelvin W. Hall, dds  San Francisco

Chris Kim San Francisco

Marc H. Lai, dds San Francisco

teodora Kirilova Mihaylova, dds San Francisco

triet Vuong San Francisco

Lily Wang San Gabriel

fabiana Mello San Mateo

Joy Goodrich San Ramon

Alan Velazquez, dds San Ysidro

Marla Velazquez, dds San Ysidro

erin C. Baer, dds Santa Barbara

david Becker, dds Santa Barbara

Pegah Ghassemi Bakhtiari, dds South Pasadena

Amy Nabi, dds Thousand Oaks

Priscilla Lazari Venice

Noha oushy, dds Walnut Creek

dannuo Li West Covina

Alan e. Gutierrez, dds Whittier

Mariya Piltser, dds  Woodland Hills

COLORADO

Adam Borgia Aurora

CONNECTICuT

Heidi sanford, dMd  Norwalk

sergio sanchez Velasco, dds Plainville

Jeffrey Genova, dMd Ridgefield

DISTRICT OF COLuMBIA

Caroline Berman, dMd Washington

FLORIDA

Marina C. del toro Bay Harbour Island

Ana Cosma Fort Lauderdale

Patrick Huebner Fort Lauderdale

Nikki Moshiri  Fort Lauderdale

flora sarmiento Fort Lauderdale

dana Verdecchia Fort Lauderdale

Maidelys oliva, dMd Fort Myers

Jason spears, dds Fort Myers

Vanesa Vaquer Gainesville

Mauricio C. Carota, dds Gulf Breeze

Giselle fernandez dominguez, dds Hialeah

Patricia Nino de Guzman-  

roach, dds Lake Mary

yeny fernandez, dds Miami

ryan f. Ziegler, dMd Miami

Jose d. dominguez, dds Pembroke-Pines

Juan C. erro, dds South Miami

Khalid Motlaq, dds  Sunrise

Alex Maldonado Tampa

GEORGIA

olubunmi osunfisan, dds Acworth

ross s. Levine, dMd Atlanta

Jeffrey C. Blankenship, dMd Stone Mountain

ILLINOIS

Paul Anast, dds Chicago

Gina Grosse Chicago

Mladen Kralj, dMd Chicago

Victor ramirez, dds Chicago

silviya A. ivanova Downers Grove

Christopher J. Leonard, dds Elmhurst

Katherine staniek Medinah

Henry sharfaei, dds Oak Brook

Gina Piccioni, dMd River Forest 

Marjorie Miller, dds Western Springs

KENTuCKY

Christopher B. Kerns, dMd Cynthiana

Chad A. Millay, dMd Hebron

Gina Johnson-Higgins, dMd Lexington

William e. yoder, dMd Lexington

LOuISIANA

david M. Carter, dMd Baton Rouge

Audra W. Cenac, dds Houma

MAINE

Mohamed A. Abouelnaga Portland



tHANK yoU to the following members who referred a 
dental colleague to AACd during the past several months. 

to become an AACd Ambassador, contact amyb@aacd.com for details.

divya Adusumilli, dds
ilham Akraa, dr.
Mohammed N. Alasqah, Bds
sam s. Arava, dds
Mickey Bernstein, dds
Joseph Bousaba, dMd
rita M. Claro, dds
Cristian Csapo Martinescu
Austin J. davis, dMd
Ajay dhankhar, Bds, dds
Johan M. figueira, dds
scott W. finlay, dds
ryan Gens

Chiann fan Gibson, dMd
Angela Gribble Hedlund, dMd
Viviane s. Haber, dds
Nathaniel d. Hill, dds
Bryan G. Judd, dds
Haideh Kaviani, dds
Mostafa Koperly, dds
elena Lissina, Phd
edward Lowe, dMd
Mark A. Luria, dds
daniel t. Mayeda, dds
Michelle s. Mirsky, dds
Joe C. ontiveros, dds, Ms

Carlos oteo Calatayud, dds
Long N. Phan, dMd, fAGd
rebecca K. Pitts, dMd
Nelson A. rego, Cdt
Brian resop, dds
sarah K. slone, dMd
david r. stevens
Vera telyakova
Alan Velazquez, dds
Paul e. VreNon, dds, fAGd
david Zelby, dds
Jan L. Ziegler, dds

aacd ambassadors
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What Are AACD Membership Ambassadors?
Members who volunteer to personally engage potential and current members of AACd and act as a force multiplier 
in getting and keeping members. through this engagement, the Ambassadors create a sense of community— face-to-
face and virtually— that enhances the membership experience and strengthens the organization.

new member lIst may/June 2015

MARYLAND

dennis Cherry Annapolis

Geoffrey Clive, dds Baltimore

Cohloe-shai r. shelton, dds Baltimore

Arezoo Bahar, dds Chester

Anett M. John, dds Columbia

John N. Chambarlis, dds Ellicott City

Ho Kai Wang Frederick

Heejin Kwon Potomac 

sandra M. Coley, dds Silver Spring

MASSACHuSETTS

Jacinto A. Cano Peyro, dds Boston

Aditi doctor, dMd Boston

sharon shinde, dMd Boston

Muhsen M. Alnasser, Bds Malden

Ahmad A. Alzayer, Bds Malden

rashed A. Abdullmatlob, Bds Medford

Arwa U. Alsaggaf, Bds Medford

scott A. Allegretti, dds Provincetown

Cynthia r. shapiro, dMd Waban

Mark A. Bourcier, dMd Wilbraham

MICHIGAN

Mert N. Aksu, dds Ann Arbor

Gary B. Bloomfield, dds Ann Arbor

Jay e. Balasz, dds Charlevoix

Marcos Cid, dds Grand Rapids

steven f. rastigue, dds Mount Clemens

timothy s. Bolin, Cdt Traverse City

scott elsey Warren

MINNESOTA

eric Peterson, dds Brooklin Park

Georgia M. Peterson-Houle, dds Carlton

Matt Hawn Stillwater

MISSOuRI

Kelly L. dove, dds Ozark

MONTANA

Amy K. Lowe, dds Anaconda

NEVADA

shahriar H. Agahi Las Vegas

Kristen M. Kudrewicz, dMd Las Vegas

tammy M. sarles, dMd Las Vegas

shane sykes, dMd Reno

NEW JERSEY

elizabeth Piela, dds Belmar

Michael stoffel, dMd Livingston

rachel dorfner Moorestown

tejal Patel, dMd Secaucus

Jonice Withanachchi, dds Stanhope

Jonathan Levy, dds West Long Branch

NEW YORK

Peter M. Gershenson, dds Bronx

Alexander sakthivelu, dds Brooklyn

dantel Weaver Brooklyn

Mei Kwan Chang, dds Buffalo

shadan torabi Deer Park

Joseph M. diacovo, dMd Kingston

daniel Weiss New Rochelle

Hamad A. Algamaiah, Bds New York

Paola Annoni Patel, dds New York

Wynatte Chu New York

Britney Green New York

Justin Hall New York

eszter Koletics, dMd New York

Joao Malta Barbosa New York

Jenna L. Polinsky, dds New York

ruba f. rizqalla, dds Piermont

Alejandro sanchez Lara Rochester

Keith M. sanger, dds Rochester

sander Polanco Staten Island

NORTH CAROLINA

denise A. Perrotta, dMd Winston Salem

NORTH DAKOTA

Caleb J. Johnsen, dds Ellendale

Mark A. schaffer, dds Fargo

OHIO

stanley A. Altizer, dds Broadview Heights

stephanie i. Gans, dds Mayfield Hts

timothy tomase, dds Toledo

OREGON

Jacob Bushnell Astoria

Mark W. Kennedy Bend

Mark P. swensen, dds Corvallis

Andrew J. smith, dMd Klamath Falls

Christina Blatchford, dMd Milwaukie

Kai H. Hahn, dMd Portland

PENNSYLVANIA

James M. stevenson, dds Dresher

Marta A. Kaczaj, dMd Jenkintown

shakila J. Angadi, dds Nazareth

ibraheem Abourezq Philadelphia

terence t. fan, dMd Philadelphia

rebekkah A. Merrell Philadelphia

Leily razavi Philadelphia

sunny H. Park, dMd Pittsburgh

robert J. Bellush, dMd State College

PuERTO RICO

darrel f. Hillman, dMd San Juan

SOuTH CAROLINA

Jaren t. May, dds  Beaufort

Vanessa Vargas, dMd Lake Wylie

Peipei yu, dMd Mount Pleasant

TENNESSEE

J. dale Kennedy, dds Athens

Lauren Wilburn, dds Franklin

Hollie A. Bryant Kingsport

steven e. Brock, dds Knoxville

elizabeth H. Lee, dds Memphis

Qian Liu Memphis

sara Hyun seung oh, dds Memphis

Joseph e. Brown, dds Mount Juliet

Nathan owens, dMd Pulaski

TExAS

Mridul Chakarvarty, dds Austin

Majd imam, dds Austin

Gerardo d. Quinones Whitmore, dMd Beeville

ryan Ku, dMd Fort Worth

Mohit sharda, dds Frisco

dominika olczak, Cdt Hewitt

tracy L. Petry, dds Houston

Naren Mikkilneni, dMd Irving

Nathan J. flesher, dMd Mansfield

Harold B. Anderson, dds Nocona

felix G. silva, Jr., Cdt Richardson

Luong H. Nguyen-Hoang, dds San Antonio

Jonathan Afshari, dds Tomball

uTAH

sean Leavitt, Cdt Saint George

david r. stevens Saint George

VIRGINIA

shahrzad salartash, dds Alexandria

Matthew t. tomoda, dds Blacksburg

Michael s. denbar, dds Chesapeake

Melanie r. Love, dds Falls Church

WASHINGTON

emma K. etemadi, dds Duvall

WISCONSIN

Brian resop, dds Brookfield

theodore schrubbe, dds Brookfield
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Make Your Website 
Even Better

with FREE Dear Doctor videos

and endorsed treatment articles 

by the

Visit www.DearDoctor.com/aacd  
or call (866) 799-5014 to get started!

AACD Members Save 35%  
on Dear Doctor’s Digital Library!

DIGITAL LIBRARY

upcomiNg opportuNities for coNtiNuiNg educatioN. click here for a full listiNg.

Aff iliate CE COURSES

Comfort Patients Remember. 
Revolutionary Crescent Bodyrest System

• Calms and reduces fear and anxiety in the dental chair

• Stabilizes and aligns patient 

• Relieves lower back and hip pain from sitting for
extended periods of time

• Cushions and supports entire body for maximum comfort

• Gently supports and tilts patient’s head back to naturally
turn jaw up and open

• Removes voids between patient and dental chair

800.989.8085
CrescentProducts.com

Transform the patient experience in your dental chair. 
Choose the Crescent Bodyrest System.

General and Cosmetic, fully digital practice offering the 
latest technologies while overlooking West Bay. Our team 
is highly skilled and looking for an ambitious Associate to 
join our practice.  Future options available.  Excellent com-
pensation and benefit package. Send email w/resume and 
contact info to: NewDentistOpp@yahoo.com

rare opportunity to join an exceptinoal 
dental practice in beautiful 

traverse city, michigan!

• High traffic artery with abundant parking
• Perfect location, Ideal demographics
• Collecting $1.2M working 4 days a week, with 57% over 

the counter collections 
• Steady growth in past years
• 30% Cash 70% PPO. Steady 35+ new patients a month
• 1679 sq. ft. facility with four fully digital operatories, nicely 

equipped and extremely well-managed
• Latest technology with all the bells & whistles make it a 

pleasure to work in
• Tenured staff willing to stay & doctor available to help 

with transition & coaching

This practice will fulfillall your desires: unimaginable proto-
cols are in place. It’s a perfect practice for someone who 
wants to work smarter not harder.

Seller Relocating out of area, Available now! 
Call 954-655-2406.

Successful long established high end cosmetic 
practice located in Eastside Seattle Metro:JuNE 10, 2015

Orange County Academy of 
Cosmetic Dentistry
Chuck Sargent from 3Shape and Dr. David Wilhelm
topic: “the future of digital dentistry”
time:
6:00 pm Light dinner
7:00 pm - 9:00 pm Meeting
Location: KaVo Kerr Group Learning Center in Anaheim
More info: http://www.ocacd.com/calendar.html
Or call MaryLou at 714-818-7193

SEptEMbER 11, 2015

Minnesota Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry
Dr. David Hornbrook
topic: functional esthetic dentistry
time: 9 am to 4 pm (Lunch provided)
Location: Johnson Great room/McNamara Alumni Center, 
U of M
sponsored by Westlund dental studio
More info: http://www.macd.us

SEptEMbER 11, 2015

Orange County Academy of Cosmetic 
Dentistry—Biennial Meeting
Dr. Bernie Villadiego
topic: digital Photography—the Power of Photography
time: All-day seminar
Location: international technical Center, irvine, CA
More info: http://www.ocacd.com


